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Reference
CALL #     BF 204.6 .E53 2009.  
TITLE      The encyclopedia of positive psychology / edited by Shane J. Lopez. (2 volume set)  

TITLE      Encyclopedia of the African diaspora : origins, experiences, and culture / Carole Boyce Davies, editor. (3 volume set)  
IMPRINT    Santa Barbara, Calif. : ABC-CLIO, c2008.

CALL #     HA 575 .P76 2008.  
TITLE      Profiles of Ohio.  

TITLE      Encyclopedia of interpersonal violence / edited by Claire M. Renzetti, Jeffrey L. Edleson. (2 volume set)  

AUTHOR      Newton, Michael, 1951-  
TITLE      The encyclopedia of serial killers / Michael Newton.  

CALL #     QH 104 .S73 2008.  

TITLE      The Harriet Lane handbook : a manual for pediatric house officers / the Harriet Lane Service, Children's Medical and Surgical Center of the Johns Hopkins Hospital ; editors, Jason W. Custer, Rachel E. Rau.  
CALL #       RT 85 .P72 2002.
TITLE        Practical ethics for nurses and nursing students : a short reference manual / Kathryn Schroeter ... [et al.]
IMPRINT      Hagerstown, MD : University Pub. Group, c2002.

CALL #       TT 494 .S84 2008.
AUTHOR       Sterlacci, Francesca.
TITLE        Historical dictionary of the fashion industry / Francesca Sterlacci, Joanne Arbuckle.

AUTHOR       McCallum, Jack Edward, 1945-
TITLE        Military medicine : from ancient times to the 21st century / Jack E. McCallum.
IMPRINT      Santa Barbara, Calif. : ABC-CLIO, c2008.

Circulating
TITLE        The Cambridge companion to Vygotsky / edited by Harry Daniels, Michael Cole, James V. Wertsch.

CALL #       BF 448 .L45 2009.
AUTHOR       Lehrer, Jonah.
TITLE        How we decide / Jonah Lehrer.

CALL #       BF 575 .G7   D95 2008.
TITLE        Dying, bereavement, and the healing arts / edited by Gillie Bolton ; foreword by Baroness Ilora Finlay of Llandaff.

CALL #       BF 636.7 .C76 C76 2009.
TITLE        Cross cultural awareness and social justice in counseling / edited by Cyrus Marcellus Ellis and Jon Carlson.

AUTHOR       Ciorra, Anthony J.
TITLE        Moral formation in the parish : with your whole heart turn to God / Anthony J. Ciorra and James Keating.

AUTHOR       Strom-Gottfried, Kim.
TITLE        Straight talk about professional ethics / Kim Strom-Gottfried.

AUTHOR       LoCicero, Donald.
TITLE        Superheroes and gods : a comparative study from Babylonia to Batman / Don LoCicero.


AUTHOR       Friend, Shelby M.
TITLE        Trouble don't last always / The Reverend Deacon Shelby M. Friend.

CALL #       BS 1335.53 .B47 2008.
AUTHOR       Berrigan, Daniel.
TITLE        The kings and their gods : the pathology of power / Daniel Berrigan.

AUTHOR       Nolan, Albert, 1934-
TITLE        Jesus before Christianity / Albert Nolan.

CALL #       BT 306.5 .G75 1999.
AUTHOR       Girzone, Joseph F.
TITLE        A portrait of Jesus / Joseph F. Girzone.

CALL #       BT 993.3 .V34 2008.
AUTHOR       Vaghi, Peter J.
TITLE        The faith we profess : a Catholic guide to the Apostles' Creed / Peter J. Vaghi.
IMPRINT      Notre Dame, IN : Ave Maria Press, c2008.

AUTHOR       Weigel, George, 1951-
TITLE        The truth of Catholicism : ten controversies explored / George
Weigel.


AUTHOR Nilson, Jon.
TITLE Nothing beyond the necessary : Roman Catholicism and the ecumenical future / by Jon Nilson.

TITLE Migration in a global world / edited by Solange Lefebvre and Luiz Carlos Susin.

AUTHOR Sweetser, Thomas P.
TITLE Transforming the parish : models for the future / Thomas P. Sweetser and Patricia M. Forster.

AUTHOR Marthaler, Berard L.

AUTHOR Nouwen, Henri J. M.
TITLE Finding my way home : pathways to life and the spirit / Henri J.M. Nouwen.

TITLE Public history : essays from the field / edited by James B. Gardner and Peter S. LaPaglia.

CALL # DF 720.5 .L58 1994.
TITLE A literary companion to travel in Greece / edited by Richard Stoneman.

CALL # DG 737.7 .E93 2006.
AUTHOR Ewart, K. Dorothea (Katharine Dorothea), b. 1870.
TITLE Cosimo De' Medici / K. Dorothea Ewart.

CALL #          HF 5415.32 .F38 2004.
AUTHOR          Faura, Juan.
TITLE           The whole enchilada : Hispanic marketing 101 / Juan Faura.

CALL #          HF 5415.32 .M375 2008.
AUTHOR          Martin, Neale, 1957-
TITLE           Habit : the 95% of behavior marketers ignore / Neale Martin.

AUTHOR          Zaltman, Gerald.
TITLE           Marketing metaphoria : what deep metaphors reveal about the minds
of consumers / Gerald Zaltman, Lindsay H. Zaltman.

AUTHOR          Brazeal, Mickey.
TITLE           RFID : improving the customer experience : one-to-one marketing
in real time / Mickey Brazeal.

AUTHOR          Greenleaf, Robert K.
TITLE           Servant leadership : a journey into the nature of legitimate
power and greatness / by Robert K. Greenleaf.

AUTHOR          Breslin, Jimmy.
TITLE           The good rat : a true story / Jimmy Breslin.

CALL #          HV 6768 .F57 2008.
AUTHOR          Fisman, Raymond.
TITLE           Economic gangsters : corruption, violence, and the poverty of
nations / Raymond Fisman and Edward Miguel.

AUTHOR          Hiskes, Richard P., 1951-
TITLE           The human right to a green future : environmental rights and
intergenerational justice / Richard P. Hiskes.
CALL #       KF 2915 .N8 E95 2009.
TITLE       Evidence-based nursing guide to legal & professional issues.

CALL #       KF 4124 .S52 2009.
AUTHOR       Shaughnessy, Mary Angela.
TITLE       Selected legal issues in Catholic schools / Mary Angela Shaughnessy.

AUTHOR       Glasgow, Neal A.
TITLE       What successful teachers do : 101 research-based classroom strategies for new and veteran teachers / Neal A. Glasgow, Cathy D. Hicks.

AUTHOR       Peters, Stephen G.
TITLE       Teaching to capture and inspire all learners : bringing your best stuff every day! / Stephen G. Peters ; foreword by Alan M. Blankstein.

AUTHOR       Knapp, Sarah Edison.
TITLE       The school counseling and school social work treatment planner / Sarah Edison Knapp, Arthur E. Jongsma Jr.

AUTHOR       Nelson, Kristen.
TITLE       Teaching in the digital age : using the Internet to increase student engagement and understanding / Kristen J. Nelson.

AUTHOR       McCombs, Barbara L.
TITLE       Learner-centered classroom practices and assessments : maximizing student motivation, learning, and achievement / Barbara L. McCombs, Lynda Miller.
AUTHOR Hale, Janet A.
TITLE A guide to curriculum mapping : planning, implementing, and sustaining the process / Janet A. Hale ; foreword by Heidi Hayes Jacobs.

AUTHOR March, Judith K.

CALL #       LC 221 .S366 2009.
TITLE School, family, and community partnerships : your handbook for action / Joyce L. Epstein ... [et al.]

AUTHOR Cornbleth, Catherine.
TITLE Diversity and the new teacher : learning from experience in urban schools / Catherine Cornbleth.

AUTHOR Ogasapian, John.
TITLE Church music in America, 1620-2000 / John Ogasapian.

AUTHOR Gioia, Ted.
TITLE Work songs / Ted Gioia.

AUTHOR Douglas, Aaron.
TITLE Aaron Douglas : African American modernist / edited by Susan Earle ; with essays and contributions by Renee Ater ... [et al.]
IMPRINT New Haven : Yale University Press ; Lawrence : In association with Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, c2007.

AUTHOR Insall, Donald W. (Donald William)
AUTHOR       Bromham, Lindell.
TITLE        Reading the story in DNA : a beginner’s guide to molecular evolution / Lindell Bromham.

TITLE        Understanding fitness : how exercise fuels health and fights disease / edited by Julie K. Silver and Christopher Morin.

CALL #       RA 971.23 .I55 2006.

TITLE        Managing pain in the older adult / Michaelene P. Jansen, editor.

AUTHOR       Ericksen, Julia A., 1941-

AUTHOR       Case, Caroline, 1948-
TITLE        The handbook of art therapy / Caroline Case and Tessa Dalley.

TITLE        The creative arts in palliative care / edited by Nigel Hartley and Malcolm Payne.

AUTHOR       Roemer, Lizabeth, 1967-
TITLE        Mindfulness- and acceptance-based behavioral therapies in practice / Lizabeth Roemer, Susan M. Orsillo.

CALL #       RC 489 .M46 W45 2009.
AUTHOR       Wells, Adrian.
TITLE        Metacognitive therapy for anxiety and depression / Adrian Wells.
IMPRINT  New York : Guilford Press, c2009.

CALL #  RC 552 .P67 E43 2009.
TITLE  Effective treatments for PTSD : practice guidelines from the
International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies / edited by
Edna B. Foa ... [et al.]
IMPRINT  New York : Guilford Press, c2009.

AUTHOR  Beck, Aaron T.
TITLE  Cognitive therapy of personality disorders / Aaron T. Beck,
Arthur Freeman, Denise D. Davis & associates.

CALL #  RC 569.5 .A53 A78 2008.
TITLE  Art therapy and anger / edited by Marian Liebmann.

AUTHOR  Northrup, Christiane.
TITLE  The wisdom of menopause : creating physical and emotional health
and healing during the change / Christiane Northrup.

CALL #  RJ 504 .W56 2006.
AUTHOR  Winkelstern, Julie A.
TITLE  The early childhood education intervention treatment planner /
Julie A. Winkelstern, Arthur E. Jongsma, Jr.

CALL #  RJ 506 .A9 O34 2008.
AUTHOR  Offit, Paul A.
TITLE  Autism's false prophets : bad science, risky medicine, and the
search for a cure / Paul A. Offit.

AUTHOR  Lezine, DeQuincy A., 1977-
TITLE  Eight stories up : an adolescent chooses hope over suicide /
DeQuincy A. Lezine, with David Brent.

TITLE  Nutrition in the prevention and treatment of disease / edited by
Ann M. Coulston, Carol J. Boushey.
CALL #       RT 51 .A6255 2010.
AUTHOR       Alfaro-LeFevre, Rosalinda.

CALL #       RT 71 .N76 2008.

TITLE        Nurse as educator : principles of teaching and learning for nursing practice / [edited by] Susan B. Bastable.
IMPRINT      Sudbury, Mass. : Jones and Bartlett, c2008.

AUTHOR       Montgomery, Sy.
TITLE        The good good pig : the extraordinary life of Christopher Hogwood / Sy Montgomery.

AUTHOR       Brent, Bill.
TITLE        Make a zine! : when words and graphics collide / Bill Brent & Joel Biel ; with help from Sparky Taylor ... [et al.]

Short Term Loan
TITLE        The official LSAT SuperPrep.

CALL #       RB 155.5 .G4615 2009.
TITLE        Genetics and ethics in health care : new questions in the age of genomic health / edited by Rita Black Monsen.

AUTHOR       Kurn, Sidney, 1943-

Curriculum
HSP math / senior authors, Evan M. Maletsky, Joyce McLeod ; authors, Angela G. Andrews ... [et al.] (52 item set)

Houghton Mifflin math / authors, Carole Greenes ... [et al.] (64 item set)

Algebra : concepts and applications / [authors, Jerry Cummins ... et al.] (2 volumes. Teacher ed. and student text)

Saxon algebra 1 / Saxon Publishers. (2 volumes. Gr. 9 Teacher ed. and student text)

Juvenile
First the egg / Laura Vaccaro Seeger.

Periodicals
The Journal of abnormal and social psychology.
Boyd Printing, 1925-
E-books
Besse Library added 505 E-books this month.

Media
CALL # BF 713 .L54 2007.
TITLE Lifespan development [videorecording] ABC Videos / [ABC News]